Rugged and durable material handling solutions.
Field tested material handling solutions to maximize productivity.

Rugged and durable material handling solutions built to excel in harsh applications.

Look to Cascade for a wide variety of heavy-duty products specifically designed for the recycling industry.

Operating under even the harshest of conditions, our attachments will help you get the job done effectively, saving you valuable time and money.

Our commitment to quality and customer satisfaction has made us the leading global manufacturer of lift truck attachments and related products. Contact us for more information on how Cascade lift truck attachments can help you increase your productivity.
**Recycling Clamps**
Rugged and durable clamps built to excel in harsh recycling applications. Designed with hardened wear strip to protect frame, full width UHMW bearings and cylinder bumpers to protect hydraulic lines and cylinders from impact and debris.

**Bale Clamps**
Handle nearly all baled products safely, efficiently, and economically. Suitable for single or multiple baled products. Palletless handling of nearly any type of baled product translates into savings in time and storage costs.

**Rotators**
Add 360° revolving motion, in both directions, to truck forks. Used for load inverting and dumping loads.

**TURNAFORK™**
Used in shipping and receiving environments that require both clamp handling and pallet handling. Rotate the arms to the vertical position for clamping or to the horizontal position to handle most types of conventional pallets. Also used for clamping awkward or difficult loads.

**Fork Clamps**
Operates both as a Fork Clamp and a Fork Positioner. Awkward loads, such as crates, bales and tires can be clamped between the forks. The ability to position the forks speeds pallet handling and reduces wear and tear on the pallets.

**TURNALOAD™**
A dual purpose attachment for both clamp and pallet handling. Useful in shipping, receiving and order picking operations requiring both palletless handling of boxes, crates and cartons, as well as palletized loads and scrap bales.

---

Whatever the application, we can handle it.
**Weigh Forks**
These unique and innovative forks let you weigh your product as you lift it. The wireless display uses Bluetooth® technology enabling you to view and track the weight of individual loads and total weight of multiple loads.

**Bulk Box Handler**
Efficiently and economically handle many types of corrugated, metal and wooden containers as well as baled product. Substantially reduce or completely eliminate the need for pallets and the associated cost of pallet purchase or rental, maintenance, disposal and storage. Build loads to order, or skim partial loads.

**Forward Bin Dumpers**
Designed to easily accommodate various bin heights, Cascade Forward Bin Dumpers are versatile attachments ideal for handling bins of all sizes. Can easily accommodate various bin heights by manually adjusting the top bin stops.

**Forward Drum Dumpers**
Designed to provide an efficient and economical means of handling and dumping drums. Can easily accommodate various drum heights by manually adjusting the top drum stops.